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Hello Everyone!  Hope you are enjoying your summer and your horses.  It’s been 

a very busy year so far, full of great clinics and a busy schedule here at Solstice 

Ranch in TN. It’s hard to believe it’s our 2nd year here already.  Everyone is set-

tling in, including us! Horses are finally out on pastures and it’s really feeling like 

home.  

Enjoy the Newsletter!   

 

As I continue to teach, (wow going on 16yrs now!) I am blown away again and again at how sensitive hors-

es are to us. Heightened awareness of what we are doing with our bodies, minds and intentions dramatical-

ly change the results that people receive.  

At a recent clinic a woman was circling her mare, the mare was pulling on the halter and her bend was out 

of balance.  We talked for a moment about it and I asked the woman to change her body a little as she 

moved and bring her intention/bubble more around her (all concepts covered in the clinic) giving the mare 

room to stay closer.  That was all she needed! She came back to me with a huge grin, “it worked!!” she said!  

I find so often (me included) that we want to change the horse and get them to do something different when 

it’s actually what we are doing that is causing the situation. I figure, I’m the easiest thing to adjust/change  

first, then I can go to the horse and offer a suggestion/solution for them.  What a wonderful way to take the 

potential pressure off this sensitive prey animal! The self-awareness that is required to bring out the best in 

horses is quite the journey.  Full of  frustrations but also  so much reward it’s hard to put words to it.  

I am so proud of the students I teach, this year in particular I am seeing some amazing changes.  Their un-

derstanding is growing in leaps and bounds,  the patience they have for themselves and their horses is so 

obvious and their attitudes are so positive...even in difficult situations!  Way to go everyone!! :) 

Upcoming Clinics 

 July 22nd-25th Billings Montana  Intro Clinic 

Full, Auditor positions.  

 Sept 11th-20th Gilroy, California (3) Clinics, 

still a few openings left! Auditor positions.  

 Oct 7th-15th Murfreesboro, TN 8 Day 

Course-FULL. No Auditors 

 Nov 5th-23rd Yalaha, Florida (3) Clinics-

FULL, auditor positions.  

Contact: Cathy at  DCRanch@earthlink.net for 

more information on any of these clinics.  

 

 

 

New options for Auditors 

In 2005 I decided not to allow auditors in any of my clinics.  Not standard pro-

cedure for sure but I felt like I really wanted to put my focus on the riders and 

their horses.  It turned out to be a wonderful time, almost like private lessons.  

So much was gained while exploring some new concepts/theory.  I found it  

really help me connect with students and their horses.  Now that those “new” 

concepts have been made solid I have opened up my clinics to outside audi-

tors.  These spaces are limited to 6 people to keep the clinic overall size small 

enough that people still get some of that close contact feel and attention.   

Clinics are designed to build each day so outside auditors sign up just like a 

rider, for the full time.  Enjoying simulations, classroom time and questions.  

Take advantage of a unique opportunity!  

Wonderful speech about “WE”…. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kz2yzx1uCpk 



I find the topic of feedback to be extremely interesting and complex. I love how Nuno calls 

it “sensations”. It is something I get many questions on and it holds high importance to 

both horse and human.  

Our interpretation of the feedback we receive from the horse is part of the deciding factor 

on the next response we’ll give to them.  

Assessing this information after the fact is one thing but being able to assess in motion 

takes a whole other level of awareness and feel.   

Here are some things I find helpful: 

 60-70% awareness on what you are doing will help.  Most people are 90% focused on their 

horse!  When asked, “what did YOU do/feel/notice/think”?...I often get an answer of “I 

don’t know, or they try to just tell me what their horse did”…. If we are the leaders we must 

keep our awareness of ourselves present.  As you do this more and more you will start to 

notice patterns and pieces of information you never noticed!  

 Letting feedback change your attitude… 

For example: I hear from student a lot-“my horse isn’t giving me attention, now I am upset!”  A 

lack of attention on us is common feedback and I see a lot of people allow this to affect their over-

all attitude in many ways.  Horses naturally split their attention but their radar is always work-

ing.  You may not have FULL eye attention, but you are not OFF the radar! Attention is a gift for 

the horse to give.  Energy levels affect attention levels.  It’s more challenging for a horse to give a 

lot of attention with no motion or energy present.  We tend to expect absolute attention at very 

low energy levels, something horses only give to the lead mare they love the trust.   

 Mental, Energetic and Physical feedback are happening all the time.  Make sure you aren’t 

just watching the physical, sometimes they don’t match! 

 Look for positive feedback as much if not more than negative.  So many people are focused  

on the negative, that is almost all they see.  Really notice those connected positive places and 

feel and see what you did to cause it!  Thank the horse and find more of them, pretty soon 

that is all you will have! :) 

2014 Clinics  

2014 Clinics are booking now.  If you are in-

terested in hosting a clinic please contact 

Cathy: DCRanch@earthlink.net  .  So far these 

states have requested clinics: 

CA, FL, MT, VT, NY, PA, WI and TN.  

“Look into your horses eyes, see his heart.   

Images of horses race through your mind.  

Connecting to the deepest place you see.  

In the horses movement you see your dreams.  

So many things out of reach, now in your hand.  

Each showing opportunity, being opportunity, 

together in creation.  

Fully moving you now, see your power now to create 

anything” 

-ABM 
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Lightness consists not only to have the horse who by his willingness, by his energy, keeps the attitude and movement we want the longest possible time 

without being continually asked by the aids.  

To obtain lightness you must not only be attentive to principles but specially to the quickness necessary for understanding the sensations the horse gives 

you.  

-Nuno Oliveira 

 

Feedback... 

Zaquero’s first swim! 

Canter depart Lateral Draw...sounds like fun!! 

Moment in time from stretch to 

engagement, what an offer! Pic-

tures can help you see the effort 

these wonderful creates make for 

us.  Is your release that fast?? 



Make sure I have your email for future 

Newsletters!  You may have gotten this from 

a friend or host.  Please send me an email 

with your email address, to make sure I have 

it.  Subject Line:  NEWSLETTER  

createunity@earthlink.net 

Thanks! 

B R Equine 

 

So many people are enjoying the equipment found at clinics 

and I wanted to make sure if  any replacements are needed, 

you have the correct info.  Also, these wonderful bareback 

pads made in Italy have been a huge hit!   

Having equipment that will support the message you are 

sending is so important.  I am so happy to have options to 

share along with our other tools we use day to day.  Please 

contact Barbara if you need anything.  

 

BR Equine—Barbara Bryant 

BREquine.barbara@gmail.com   

 

Natural Draw 

Building draw is an important part of our relationship with horses. There are 

so  many exercise's we have that incorporate this idea. It dawned on me that I 

had not seen very many horses request this of each other if at all.  Friends 

will call for each other but it’s usually both wanting to be together.  They will 

come to greet but again it’s mutual.  They spend a lot of time following and 

moving each other.  But I don’t see them end a communication with “and 

now you should come to me and stop and by the way I want both eyes”!!! 

Just doesn’t happen!  

We ask/tell them to come to us and a lot of the time feel bad when they 

don’t.  I have seen a lot of horses over the years come with ears back, not 

really wanting to come.  It makes more and more sense if we look at what is 

natural to them.  A lot of the time for horses being respectful and caring is 

moving away and giving distance, not coming and standing near.  

Allowing a horse to approach you (or you them) starts to have more and 

more value and picking the times that you ask for them to come may change.  

Part of their natural draw comes from the fact that they spend time apart, 

then someone moves and they are motivated to get close.   

It’s fun to see when the horse will offer this idea to us, you can play with any 

exercise and just watch to see when they think to you.  You might be sur-

prised to find that they are “waiting” to be told to come in because of how 

they are being played with. Some have learned to come in but it’s not the 

draw you see with horses, they come in and we stop doing the idea we had 

so they learn to control this way.  That isn’t the connection we are looking for 

either as a leader. Next time you play pay attention to this delicate and 

meaningful interaction.  There’s a lot going on there!   

Definitely food for thought…….. 

Word Game 

Here is a fun mental focus game that I have students play and there have 

been some very interesting results!   

Before you go to your horse pick a word that represents what you would like 

to feel with them.  It can be anything….just make sure it’s a feel good word!  

So let’s say my word is “joy”, I take this word with me and it’s in my mind 

repeating itself in any way that makes me feel joy.  Every movement I make, 

phase I show, everything has this feeling in it. I continue this the whole time I 

am interacting with my horse, online/liberty/riding doesn’t matter.  

There will come a time when you will notice that the word is gone….how did 

this happen, hmmmm??  What did I ask the horse to do or what did they do 

to change my word??  The answer may surprise you.  Get your word back 

and start again, don’t dwell on it but notice what happened.  It will add 

depth to any play session and show you some amazing and important things 

about our leadership. 

Have fun with your horses and I hope to see you soon!  

Naturally, 

Aimee Brimhall McCord 

 

The ideas and concepts I have shared in 

this newsletter are covered in depth at 

clinics and courses, along with many more. 

For more information find a clinic near you. 

Have fun with your horses!  

Flexion at a distance with my Casper filly, fun fun!  

WWW.AIMEEBRIMHALL.COM 

Amazing video of young Lusitanos playing.  Not something you 

see everyday in the pasture, that’s for sure! It’s a good reminder of 

how far horses can take their communication.  The amount of focus 

far exceeds what most people can do! Enjoy... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG7Q6rzbfrE 


